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generative approach to pro-drop, the phenomenon was associated with the nature of verbal
inflection, since in many pro-drop languages
the finite verb is inflected with morphologically rich affixes (i.e., the verbal affixes are
portmanteau morphs, carrying a bundle of
person, number, and gender features). While
the agreement affixes in these languages (such
as Italian, Spanish, Arabic, Hebrew) may aid
in the identification of the null subject pro,
morphological agreement between the verb and
subject is clearly not a prerequisite for prodrop, since Chinese and Japanese, for example,
are pro-drop languages without verbal agreement features.
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Pronominal Suffixes
Pronominal suffixes may be attached to nouns
to express the genitive, to prepositions, and to
verbs to express the direct object or, sporadically, other case relations.
The following are the most common forms of
the pronominal suffixes occurring on singular
nouns ending in consonants in the standard
Tiberian tradition of Biblical Hebrew, as well
as on some prepositions and some plural nouns
ending in ֹות-/ ֹ ת- -òµ:

ֹו ָ ּהָך ֵ ְךִי-

-ò
-<åh
-ú<å
-èú
-ì

3ms
3fs
2ms
2fs
1cs

ָםָןכםֶ
כןֶ
 ֵ נּו-

-<åm
-<ån
-úÆm
-úÆn
-ènù

3mpl
3fpl
2mpl
2fpl
1cpl

Examples:  ִּבנְ ָךbinú<å ‘your (ms) son’, יָ ְדָך
y<å≈ú<å ‘your (ms) hand’,  ָלּהl<åh ‘to her’, מֹותם
ָ ְׁש
šëmòµ<åm ‘their (m) names’. The 2ms has the
pausal form  ֶ ָך- -,Æú<å with penultimate stress.
On nouns ending in a vowel the most
common forms are:

ו-/הּוהָ
ָךְךִי-

-w/-hù
-h<å
-ú<å
-ú
-ì

3ms
3fs
2ms
2fs
1cs

הםֶ
הןֶ
כםֶ
כןֶ
נּו-

-hÆm
-hÆn
-úÆm
-úÆn
-nù

3mpl
3fpl
2mpl
2fpl
1cpl
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Examples:  ִּפיוpìw/ ִּפיהּוpìhù ‘his mouth’, יה
ָ ָא ִב
±<å∫ìh<å ‘her father’, יהם
ֶ  ְּפ ִרpërìhÆm ‘their (m)
fruit’.
The following are the most common forms of
pronominal suffixes added to plural nouns and
to some prepositions in Biblical Hebrew:

 ָ יו- -<åw
יה
ָ ֶ - -,Æh<å
 ֶ יָך- -,Æú<å
 ַ יִ ְך- -áyiú
 ַ י- -ay

3ms
3fs
2ms
2fs
1cs

יהם
ֶ ֵ - -èhÆm
יהן
ֶ ֵ - -èhÆn
יכם
ֶ ֵ - -èúÆm
יכן
ֶ ֵ - -èúÆn
 ֵ ינּו- -/ènù

3mpl
3fpl
2mpl
2fpl
1cpl

The bisyllabic suffixes יה
ָ ֶ - -,Æh<å (3fs),  ֶ יָך- -,Æú<å
(2ms),  ַ יִ ְך- -áyiú, and  ֵ   ינּו- -,ènù are stressed on
the penultimate syllable, while the bisyllabic
suffixes of the 3pl and 2pl are stressed on the
final syllable. Examples:  ָּבנָ יוb<ån<åw ‘his sons’,
<≠ ָע ֶליָךål,Æú<å ‘upon you (ms)’, יכם
ֶ ֹלֹות
ֵ ≠ עòlòµèú,Æm
‘your (mpl) whole burnt-offerings’. The 2fs
and 1cs suffixes have the pausal forms  ָ יִ ְך-</åyiú and  ָ י- -<åy respectively. The occurrence
of seghol in the suffixes יה
ָ ֶ - -,Æh<å (3fs),  ֶ יָך<
-,Æúå (2ms) instead of ßere appears to be due
to the assimilation of the vowel to the quality
of the following qameß. In Tiberian pronunciation seghol and qameß had the same vowel
height, one being front and the other back
( Tiberian Reading Tradition); cf.  ַא ַחי±a™ay
‘my brothers’ but  ֶא ָחיו±Æ™<åw ‘his brothers’.
There is evidence from medieval Karaite transcriptions into Arabic that some variant traditions of Tiberian pronunciation existed in
which the vowel was pronounced as ßere in
these forms (Khan 1990).
The vocalization of some of these pronominal suffixes does not correspond to the consonantal orthography, i.e., the qere does not
correspond to the ketiv ( Ketiv and Qere).
The 2ms forms, for example, are vocalized with
a final vowel (-ú<å, -Æú<å) but this is not represented by a mater lectionis in the orthography
(ך- -k, יך- -yk). Similarly, the 3fs form on nouns
ending in a vowel and the form on plural nouns
have a final vowel in the qere (-h<å, ‑Æh<å) that is
not represented in the orthography (יה- -yh).
The 3ms form in the second set of suffixes has
a yod in the orthography (יו- -yw) that is not
reflected by the way it is pronounced according
to the vocalization (-<åw). The most satisfactory
explanation for this is that the qere in such cases
reflects a different dialectal form of Hebrew
from that reflected by the ketiv. The qere of the

suffixes in question is reflected by the orthography of the consonantal text in a few sporadic
cases, e.g.,  ָי ְ�֣ד ָ֔כהy<å≈ú<å ‘your (ms) hand’ (Exod.
13.16), ™ ִ֝ח ָּ֗צוißß<åw ‘his arrows’ (Ps. 58.8),
( ואתוקיהאqere יהא
ָ  )וְ ַא ִּת� ֶ ֛יקwë-±attìqÆh<å ‘and its
galleries’ (Ezek. 41.15). The spellings כה- -kh
(= Masoretic ָך- -ú<å) and ו- -w (= Masoretic  ָ יו-<åw) are found also in Qumran manuscripts
and Hebrew epigraphic texts from the 1st millennium B.C.E. (Cross and Freedman 1952:53,
66–67; Qimron 1986:58–60) ( Dead Sea
Scrolls: Linguistic Features; Epigraphic Hebrew:
Pre-Roman Period; Second Temple Period).
The spelling of these suffixes with the normal
Masoretic type of orthography is also found in
the Qumran and epigraphic texts, suggesting
that two different traditions of reading the suffixes existed in the Second Temple Period. Since
these texts come from periods when Hebrew
was still a living language, these differences can
be regarded as dialectal variations of Hebrew.
The spellings כה- -kh, and ו- -w can be identified with the phonetic form that the suffixes
have in the Tiberian qere, viz. -ú<å and -<åw,
respectively. The spellings ך- -k and יו- -yw, on
the other hand, would reflect a pronunciation
such as -<åú and -èw. The form of the 2ms ‑<åú
without a final vowel is reflected by the Greek
transcription of Biblical Hebrew in Origen’s
Hexapla and in the Latin transcriptions of
Jerome ( Transcription into Greek and Latin
Script: Pre-Masoretic Period; Transcription into
Latin Script: Jerome). It is also found in some
traditions of post-biblical Hebrew (Ben-£ayyim
1954:27–32, 63; Kutsher 1979:442–443; Fassberg 1989;  Morphology: Rabbinic Hebrew),
including biblical quotations within postbiblical Hebrew texts (Yahalom 1997:24). The
spelling  לישמוךly-šmwk ‘for your name’ is
found in an incantation bowl from Mesopotamia with waw reflecting a back rounded
qameß ( Epigraphic Hebrew: Roman and
Byzantine Period). It is avoided in medieval
vocalized biblical texts and subsequent reading
traditions, with the exception of the Samaritan
reading tradition of the Pentateuch, in which
the form without a final vowel is the only one
that is used ( Samaritan Hebrew: Pentateuch).
It does occur, however, in some pausal forms
in the Tiberian reading tradition (e.g.,  ָלְךl<åú,
pausal form of  ְלָךlëú<å ‘to you [ms]’).
There are several rarer variant forms of
pronominal suffixes attested in the Tiberian
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Masoretic text (see GKC §91 for a full list).
These include a number of suffixes that are
characteristic of archaic poetic language
( Biblical Hebrew, Archaic), such as the 3mpl
suffix מֹו- -mò, e.g., ֹלהימֹו
֑ ֵ  ֱא±(lòhèmò ‘their
gods’ (Deut. 32.37) and <≠ ָע ֵל֣ימֹוålèmò ‘upon
them’ (Job 27.23), the 2fs suffix כיִ -úì, e.g.,
 ָר ָע ֵ ֖ת ִכיr<å≠<åµèúì ‘your evil’ (Jer. 11.15), which in
some cases exists only in the ketiv, e.g., ketiv
 לכיlky, qere  ָ ֖לְךl<åú ‘to you (fs)’ (2 Kgs 4.2),
and the 3ms suffix with the orthography  ‐ה-h
rather than ו- -w, e.g., ≠ ִעי ֔ר ֹהìrò ‘his donkey’
and תה
ֹ ֽ  סּוsùµò ‘his garment’ (Gen. 49.11).
As can be seen, the qere of the latter suffix is
regularly identical to that of the standard suffix
ֹו- -ò. The orthography  ‐ה-h is likely to represent a different pronunciation of the suffix
(Young 1993:105–106). In Iron Age epigraphic
Hebrew the 3ms suffix is predominantly written with a final  ‐ה-h ( Epigraphic Hebrew:
Pre-Roman Period). It is still found sporadically in the Qumran Scrolls (Morgenstern
2004:166–168). Note also the rare poetic form
of the 3ms pronominal suffix preserved in יָ ֵ ֥דיהּו
y<å≈èhù ‘his hands’ (Hab. 3.10), which may be
compared to the reconstructed reading of the
ketiv יו- -yw as -èw.
In medieval manuscripts with Babylonian
vocalization minor variations from Tiberian
are found in the pronominal suffixes. The
3fs suffix corresponding to Tiberian  ָ ּה- -<åh,
for example, is occasionally vocalized with
pata™, e.g., ( ;בהTiberian  ָּבּהb<åh ‘in her’)
(Yeivin 1985:751). Whereas the 3ms and the
1pl pronominal suffixes on the preposition ִמן
min have the same vocalization in Tiberian
( ִמ ֶּמּנּוmimmÆnnù ‘from him/from us’), these
are distinguished in Babylonian vocalization.
The Babylonian form of the 3ms corresponds
; ̇ mimmannù ‘from him’.
to Tiberian, viz. נוU ממ
The 1pl is pointed with ßere and without a following dagesh: נוU  ̇מ ̈מmimmènù ‘from us’. This
distinction between Tiberian and Babylonian
pronunciation is mentioned in some medieval
grammatical sources (Yeivin 1985:1139–1141;
Dotan 1997:39).
In Hebrew manuscripts from the Second
Temple Period a variety of forms of pronominal suffixes are attested. These include some
forms that are sporadically attested in the
Masoretic biblical text but have a wider distribution in the Second Temple sources. The
3ms suffix והי- -why, for example, is found in
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in the Masoretic Text as an isolated variant of
 ָ יו- -<åw on a plural noun in ֹוהי
ִ מּול
֥ ְ תַּ גta:gmùlòhì
‘His goodness’ (Ps. 116.12), but is attested more
frequently in the Dead Sea scrolls, e.g., ועינוהי
w-≠ynwhy ‘and his eyes’ (1QSa 5.5), בחוקוהי
b-™wqwhy ‘in His statutes’ (1QSa 5.11). This
is the normal form of the 3ms suffix on plural nouns in Aramaic and so its occurrence
on Hebrew words reflects a convergence with
Aramaic. In the Dead Sea texts one also finds
some forms of suffix that are not attested in
the Masoretic Text. Of particular interest are
the suffixes of the 2pl and 3pl ending in he
reflecting a final vowel: כמה- -kmh (e.g., 1QIsaa
 אתכמה±tkmh for MT  ֶא ְת ֶ֔כם±ÆµúÆm [Isa. 5.5]),
מה- -mh and המה- -hmh (e.g.,  אויביהמה±wybyhmh ‘their enemies’,  שללמהšllmh ‘their booty’
[Temple Scroll 59.11–12]) ( Second Temple
Period; Dead Sea Scrolls: Linguistic Features).
These plural suffixes with a final vowel do not
occur in the medieval Masoretic traditions, but
they have survived in the Samaritan reading
tradition, though not in the orthography of
the Samaritan Pentateuch, in which they are
written without a final mater lectionis, e.g.,
 ָל ֶכםl<åkimma ‘to you (mpl)’ (Gen. 49.1), ְּבס ָֹדם
afsùdimma ‘in their (m) council’ (Gen. 49.6)
( Samaritan Pentateuch).
The  Bar Kokhba Documents contain a
number of variant forms of plural suffixes that
appear to be the result of Aramaic influence,
e.g., 3mpl יהון- -yhwn ( ̇עליהו̇ ן/כ
̇
k/ ≠ly3h3w3n ‘their
utensils/to them’ [P. Yadin 51.3]), ום- -wm
( ̇בינותום3bynwtwm ‘between them’ [P. Yadin
44.2]); 3fpl. ון- -wn (3fpl), and also variants
of the 2mpl and 3mpl suffixes with final nun:
ן/כם- -km/n (2mpl), ן/הם- -hm/n (3mpl).
Early manuscripts of Rabbinic Hebrew,
whose language has not been harmonized
with Biblical Hebrew, attest to a number of
forms of pronominal suffixes that deviate from
those commonly found in Biblical Hebrew
( Morphology: Rabbinic Hebrew). As
remarked above, the form of the 2ms suffix  ָ ְך-<åú is found in Rabbinic Hebrew. This form,
however, occurs only on nouns ending in a consonant, e.g., יתְך
ָ  ֵּבbèµ<åú ‘your (ms) house’. The
form ָך- -ú<å occurs on nouns ending in a vowel,
e.g.,  ִּפיָךpìú<å ‘your (ms) mouth’. The Aramaic
2fs suffix  ִ יְך- -ìú is used (e.g., יתיְך
ִ  ֵּבbèµìú ‘your
[fs] house’) alongside the Hebrew 2fs suffix
 ֵ ְך- -èú, which occurs on words that do not exist
in Aramaic (e.g.,  ְּבנֵ ְךbënèú ‘you son’). Masculine
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plural forms of suffixes with final nun occur
alongside forms with final mem in the 3mpl
( ָ ם- -<åm,  ָ ן- -<ån,  ֵ ין- -èn) and in the 2mpl (כם-úem, כן- -ken). The feminine plural suffixes have
only final nun (3fpl  ָ ן- -<ån, 2fpl כן- -úen). The
occurrence of final nun in the masculine plural
is due to a general sound shift of final m > n.
On account of the general tendency in medieval sources to use a fuller orthography, the
semantic distinction in Biblical Hebrew orthography between the spelling with and without
yod of the ending of the singular and plural
noun with suffixes ( מכתבנוsing. vs.  מכתבינוpl.)
is sometimes confused and one finds spellings
such as  תפלתינוteƒillatenu ‘our prayer’ (medieval letter by the Gaon Solomon ben Judah,
CUL T-S AS 151.20;  Gaonic Correspondence).
In Modern Hebrew pronominal suffixes on
nouns and prepositions have their standard
biblical forms. The final /h/ in the 3fs form הForm ending in
a vowel (V)
הּו- -/Vhù, ו- -w
הָ -/Vh<å
ָך- -/Vú<å
ְך- -/Vú
נִ י- -/Vnì
ם- -/Vm
ן- -/Vn
כםֶ -Vú/Æm
—
נּו- -/Vnù

-ah is generally elided in fast speech and the
suffix is pronounced -a. The use of suffixes
on nouns is primarily optional in Modern
Hebrew. They occur frequently in indication
of life periods ( ילדותוyalduto ‘his childhood’),
of partial or full quantities ( כולםkulam ‘all of
them’, ≤ חלקוelqo ‘part of it’), of capacity and
opinion ( יכולתנוyexoltenu ‘our ability’, דעתך
da≠atxa ‘your opinion’) (Avioz 2004). More
frequently pronominal suffixes are attached
to the analytical genitive particle  שלšel ‘of’,
e.g.,  המורים שליha-morim šeli ‘my teachers’,
 המתנות שלכםha-matanot šelaxem ‘your (pl)
presents’ ( Morphology: Modern Hebrew;
Inflection).
Pronominal suffixes are attached to verbs
to express the object. The most commonly
used forms in the Tiberian Masoretic text are
as follows (stress placement is marked in the
transcriptions):

Prefix conjugation
ending in a consonant
ָהוּ- -/<åhù, וֹ- -ò
 ָ ּה- -/<åh
ָך- -ú/<å
 ֵ ְך- -/èú
 ַ נִ י- -ánì
<
 ָ ם- -/åm
/
<
 ָ ן- -ån
כםֶ -ú/Æm
—
 ָ נּו- -<ånù

In pause different forms of some of these suffixes are used, viz.    ָ נִ י- -</ånì (1cs),    ֶ ָך- ‑/Æú<å,
   ָ ְך- -</åú (2ms). In archaic poetic passages one
finds 3mpl suffixes ending in מֹו- -mò, e.g.,
אכ ֵל֖מֹו
ְ ֹ  יyòúlèmò ‘consumed them’ (Exod. 15.7)
and  כִּסָּ ֣ מֹוkiss<åmò ‘covered them’ (Exod. 15.10)
( Biblical Hebrew, Archaic; for other rarer
forms see GKC §§58–61).
These suffixes resemble in form the suffixes
that are attached to nouns and prepositions,
with the exception of the 1cs form, which has
an additional -n- element (-n-ì).
A further series of verbal suffixes is formed
by inserting an additional syllable containing
a /n/ before the forms in the basic series. This
is known as nun energicum or  Nunation. In
origin it was -an-, but in most cases, except the
1cs, the vowel has shifted to seghol. The nun

Suffix conjugation verb
ending in a consonant
 ֵ הּו- -/èhù
3ms
 ֶ ָה- -/Æh<å
3fs
ָך- -ú/å<
2ms
 ֵ ְך- -/èú
2fs
 ֵ נִ י- -/ènì
1cs
 ֵ ם- -/èm
3mpl
—
3fpl
כםֶ -ú/Æm
2mpl
—
2fpl
 ֵ נּו- -/ènù
1cpl

is generally assimilated to the consonant of the
following suffix resulting in forms such as the
following:
3ms
3fs
2ms
1cs
1cpl

 ֶ ּנּו- -/Ænnù (< -Ænhù)
 ֶ ּנָ ה- -/Ænn<å (< -Ænh<å)
ָ ֶ ּך- -/Ækk<å (< -Ænk<å)
 ַ ּנִ י- -ánnì,  ֶ ּנִ י- -/Ænnì
 ֶ ּנּו- -/Ænnù

The nun energicum does not occur in other persons. Occasionally the nun is not assimilated,
e.g.,  וַ ֲאר ְֹמ ֶ ֽמנְ הּוwa-±≥ròmëmÆnhù ‘and I will
exalt him’ (Exod. 15.2),  יַ ַע ְב ֶ ֑רנְ הּוya≠a∫rÆnhù
‘it (cannot) pass it’ (Jer 5.22). The infix occurs
predominantly in pausal forms of the prefix
conjugation, but sporadically occurs on the suffix conjugation, e.g., ָּוב ֲר ֶכּ֑ך
ֽ ֵ ±u-∫èr≥úÆkk<å ‘and
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he will bless you (ms)’ (Deut. 24.13). For more
details on the function of verbal forms with
these suffixes  Nunation.
Infinitives may take nominal or verbal pronominal suffixes. The two series can only be
unequivocally distinguished in the 1cs, in which
the verbal pronominal suffix has a /n/ element, e.g. ׁשנִ י
֑ ֵ  ְל ָד ְרlë≈åršènì ‘to inquire of me’
(Jer. 37.7), whereas the nominal pronominal
suffix lacks the /n/, e.g., ≠ ָע ְב ִ ֽריå∫rì ‘my passing’
(Exod. 33.22). In the former case the infinitive
is treated like a verb and in the latter as a noun.
When the infinitive has the function of a noun,
the suffix may express the subject of the infinitive, as in ≠ ָע ְב ִ ֽריå∫rì ‘my passing’, or the object,
e.g.,  ְל ִב ְל ִ ּ֣תי ָע ְצ ִ ּ֑ביlë∫iltì ≠åßbì ‘in order not to
grieve me’ (1 Chron. 4.10).
In most cases pronominal suffixes on verbs
express the direct object. Sporadically, however, they are used to express non-accusative
complements, such as dative complements or
complements with other grammatical relations
(Bogaert 1964; Muraoka 1979). They occur, for
example, as complements of verbs of speaking
and giving in constructions that have parallels
elsewhere with dative prepositions, e.g., ְׁש ַ ֤אל
 ָא ִ֙ב ֙יָך וְ יַ ֔ ֵּג ְדָךšë±al ±<å∫ìú<å wë-yaggè≈ú<å ‘Ask your
father, and he will tell you’ (Deut. 32.7), cf.

ד־לְך
ֽ ָ ֶל־נ֣א ְב ֵה ֣מֹות וְ ת ֶ ֹ֑רּךָ וְ ֥עֹוף ַ֝ה ָּׁש ַ֗מיִ ם וְ יַ ּג
ָ אּולם ְׁש ַא
ָ ֗ ְ ֽו

wë-±ùl<åm šë±al-n<å ∫ëhèmòµ wë-µorÆkk<å wë-≠òƒ
haš-š<åmayim wë-yaggÆ≈-l<åú ‘But ask the beasts,
and they will teach you; the birds of the air, and
they will tell you’ (Job 12.7); לֹון
֙ ִ ֽמי־יִ ְּת ֵנ֣נִ י ַב ִּמ ְד ָּ֗בר ְמ
א ְר ִ֔חים
ֹ ֽ mì-yittënènì ∫am-mi≈b<år mëlòn ±òr™ìm
‘O that I had (lit. “who would give me”) in
the desert a wayfarers’ lodging place’ (Jer. 9.1);
cf. ּיֹונה
ָ֗ ן־ּלי ֵ ֭א ֶבר ַּכ
֣ ִ  ִ ֽמי־יִ ֶּתmì-yittÆn-llì ±è∫Ær kayyòn<å ‘O that I had (lit. “who would give me”)
wings like a dove!’ (Ps. 55.7).
In the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls the
3mpl suffix with final he (מה- -mh), which is
found on nouns, is avoided on verbal forms
ending in -ù or -ì (Qimron 1986:62), e.g.,
 ארצמה±rßmh ‘their land’ ( ַא ְר ָצ ֙ם±arß<åm [Isa.
34.7]), but  ידענוםyd ≠nwm ‘we knew them’
( יְ ַ ֽד ֲענֽ ּוםyë≈a≠≥nùm [Isa. 59.12]), . . . והביאותים
 ושמחתיםw-hby±wtym . . . w-«m™tym ‘and I will
bring them . . . and I will make them rejoice’
( ים
֙  וְ ִׂש ַּמ ְח ִּת. . . יאֹות ים
ִ֞
 וַ ֲה ִבwa-h≥∫ì ±òµÆm . . .
wë-«imma™tìm [Isa. 56.7]).
In the Babylonian branch of Rabbinic Hebrew
a 1cs pronominal suffix with the form ני- -ni
attached to a participle denotes the agent, e.g.,
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 גוזרניgozerni ‘I order’. This appears to be influenced by the use of enclitic forms of subject
pronouns on participles in Babylonian Aramaic
( Morphology: Rabbinic Hebrew).
In medieval Hebrew letters writers sometimes
use a 3ms suffix on prefix conjugation verbs
with the form ו- -o to allow for a greater
degree of assonance and enabling the rhyming
of nominal and verbal forms, e.g., [יהי] צור
[ עזרו וצל סתרו ויעטרו וימציאו חן ותקותוyehi]
ßur ≠ezro ve-ßel sitro v-i ≠a††ero ve-yamßi±o ™en
ve-tiqvato ‘[may] the Rock be his aid and his
shelter’s shade, crown him and provide him
with grace and hope’ (Letter from the Gaon
Solomon ben Judah, CUL T-S 13J14.5;  Gaonic
Correspondence).
Pronoun object suffixes are rarely used on
verbs in Modern Hebrew. The normal means
of expressing the pronominal object is by independent phrases containing the object marking
particle - אות±ot-/- ֶאת±et- inflected with pronominal suffixes. Pronominal suffixes on verbs
are limited to the formal written register and
are found in particular in infinitive forms, e.g.,
 בלכתםbe-lextam ‘as they were going’, להוציאו
le-hoßi ±o ‘to get him out’, in the past and future
when there is no change in the vocalic pattern
of the verb, e.g.,  תובילםtovilem ‘she will lead
them’ ( תובילtovil ‘she will lead’), but rarely in
other verbs, e.g.,  פגשתיוpgaštiv ‘I have met him’
( פגשתיpagaš-ti ‘met-I’, ו- -v ‘him’). Most such
pronouns are in the 3rd person ( Morphology:
Modern Hebrew).
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Pronominalization
A noun or noun phrase is subject to replacement by a pronoun (that is, pronominalization) or omission (that is, pronominalization
by deletion)—sometimes optionally, sometimes
obligatory—if it is not specified as new; that
is, if it conveys old information. The rationale
is obvious. If a noun conveys old information,
there is no need for the speaker to repeat it
in its entirety. Pronominalization serves as a
short-hand reference to nouns or noun phrases
mentioned in the discourse and establishes their
identity-of-reference by grammatical agreement
(e.g., English he, she, their, herself, it, mine,
those, each other, one, etc.) (Chafe 1970:54).
Although pronominalization by deletion does
not exist in English, it is an important feature
of some languages (e.g., Spanish; see Reid
1977:101). Such total deletion is especially
common in those languages where certain nonlexical units of the noun may have been transferred into the verb by agreement processes,
leaving traces of the noun’s original semantic
makeup as well as, perhaps, its relation to the
verb (Chafe 1970:260;  Pro-Drop).

Hebrew follows a middle-of-the-road position in that the availability of independent
personal pronouns as subjects (specified for
the features person, number, and, in some
cases, gender) correlates with the inflectional
richness of pronominal agreement on the verb
form (Borer 1984; 1989). They are subjective, meaning they are used as the subject of
a verb, never as the object of the verb, and
may also appear as the subject of a verbless
clause. For this reason they are sometimes
called subject pronouns. They stand alone and
are not prefixed or suffixed to another word.
However, pronominal suffixes may appear on
nouns (to indicate possession), on finite verbs
(to indicate objects), on infinitives (to indicate
subject or object), on prepositions, including
the preposition - לl- to indicate the dative pronoun, and on the definite direct object marker
(to indicate the object pronoun). Hebrew uses
pronominal deletion only in the case of object
pronouns. Hebrew has no reflexive pronouns,
but instead uses a combination of reflexive
verbal forms, noun phrases, and prepositional
phrases with pronominal suffixes to convey
reflexive notions.
1. S u b j e c t P e r s o n a l P r o n o u n s
Empty pronominal subjects. According to the
Government and Binding framework, verb
forms in Hebrew may be divided into those
which allow null subjects (i.e., verb forms
where the independent personal pronouns [as
subjects] can be absent if no other overt subject
is utilized) and verb forms which do not allow
null subjects (i.e., verb forms where the independent personal pronouns [as subjects] are
obligatory if no other overt subject is utilized)
(see Borer 1989; Naudé 1991; 1993; 1994a;
1994b; 1999; 2001;  Government and Binding). The finite verb forms (suffix conjugation,
prefix conjugation, imperative) are intrinsically
marked for person, number, and, in some cases,
gender. A finite verb may constitute a verbal
clause by itself. Thus, covert or null subjects
are allowed in sentences with the suffix conjugation and prefix conjugation verb forms.
This state of affairs pertains to all the forms in
the singular and plural. Other approaches will

